Heart Space
There are electrical currents in the heart
which are birthed from the source code
existing within the hidden chambers of the
heart. These electrical currents are related
to the opening of the valves in the heart
which feeds the endocrine systems, the gall
bladder and the spleens.

Your heart chamber is vast and contains a
maze of deep tunnels and caves and each
of the tunnels and caves contain deep
secrets about yourselves.
Human beings have always asked - Who am
I, Where am I from, Where am I going?
The answer to all these is in the secret
caves of your heart. Your heart energy is
connected to the Mother Earth’s heart
and also to the divine heart of Divine
Mother - Amma.
Everything created has a heart center.
Flowers, plants, trees, animals, birds etc.
all has a heart center. The minerals and
crystal kingdom also have their heart
centers.
What does it mean to all of you? The
heart center contains the core energy of
you - the very essence of you. Every
music produced, every painting created,
every dance danced has a core energy.
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This core energy is the life force - the God
Force which exists in all moments of
creation.
The next time, you observe anything - a
musical note, a sunset, a gentle breeze, a
finely baked cake, a glass of wine etc., try
to feel the essence or it.
Try to feel it with your fullness of being.
When you are able to feel it with your full
being, then you can simply recall that
feeling within you, any time you choose to
experience it and it will feel like exactly
the same as you experienced it the first
time.
You have come here to Earth to experience
the fullness of your being through the full
essence of all and this is achieved through
your heart space. Practice being in the
heart space and observe and feel everything
from the heart space.
Your experience will be richer, and it will
be etched in the memory of your heart.
Your heart space has the capacity to
connect and communicate over vast
distances of time and space. You can
connect through your heart space, with
beings from other planets and with all of
nature.
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When you live from your heart, you are
living from your center.
Have you read a book which is written or
translated, which was written when the
author or translator were in their heart
space and felt the depth and vibrations
and feelings of each word and sentence?
The same goes for speaking. Coming from
the heart uplifts and empowers you.
Observe your words and actions. From
which part of you is it coming? Practice
the art of all your experiences originating
from your heart center.
Since your heart is connected to the
Universal Heart, then most of your actions
will be of benevolent nature. Your heart
space is vast and multidimensional. It has
colour to it and it carries the original
energies of the wisdom keepers who seeded
the planet.
Connect through your heart space the
essence of Butterfly, Whales, Alpaca, Cats,
Bees and Deer.
These beings brought with them the
essences of their home planet and have
anchored this on to the earth plane. The
main essence they carry are Love and
Freedom.
Your heart space is a carrier of these two
essences - Love and Freedom. When you
are fully in your heart space - you are
living in Love and Freedom.
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Heart Space equals - Living in
Naturalness
Heart space equates - Living in
Harmony and Balance
Heart space means Living in
Gentleness and Kindness
Heart space is - Living in One’s Soul
Frequency
Heart Space is - Living in Oneness
and Unity
Heart space is - Living in
Appreciation and Gratitude
Heart space is - Living in your
Buddha Nature
Come back to your heart space, the
place of Solace and Comfort.
Simply bringing your right palm and
placing it on your heart and feeling
the heartbeat and being with it, will
create awareness of your heart space
within you.
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